Indoor LED videotron screen design with microcontroller HD-U60-75
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ABSTRACT

The digital world is developing rapidly to be able to display a detailed and realistic visual. Videotron provides a visual display that can display a blend of images clearly and in detail so that it becomes a choice in conveying more interesting information. The price is relatively expensive so this research aims to design a videotron and observe the effect on the current source needed. This research method is by looking at the current generated from six variations of background color and panel variations in series. The results obtained indicate that the color variations and the number of panels used to affect the current source. The blue color requires the lowest current in the number of panels and the white color requires the most current in the number of panels.
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Introduction

Today’s technological developments have influenced all fields of life, such as education, business, trade, health, and government (Mailizar et al., 2018). Utilization of technology is needed to be able to keep abreast of the times and to meet human needs effective and efficiently (Chen et al., 2017).

In the digital world, especially electronics, media has developed rapidly that can display detailed and realistic visualizations. Visual displays that are developing in the digital market, one of them is Light Emitting Diode (LED) (Wang et al., 2011). LEDs are made of semiconductor diodes that emit energy in the form of photons when crossed by an electric current (Jung et al., 2012). Initially LED was an application for imaging (Svilainis, 2008) and was known as a small lamp which is usually used to show the monitor is on, the phone is turned off, the oven is hot, and others (Steigerwald et al., 2002). Now LEDs have been widely used in the realm of public lighting and decoration (De Almeida et al., 2014; Khan & Abas, 2011).

LED display has now become an important means of disseminating information has become a symbol of modernization and a source of information in urban areas. LEDs are described as a technology that can reduce energy consumption and can reduce greenhouse gas emissions (Han et al., 2010). LEDs are preferred because of their ability to display high-quality images that are clear and colorful (Baloch et al., 2019), and have a long life (Jung et al., 2012; Nardelli et al., 2017; Tamura et al., 2000).

At present, many applications of LED use are composed of single LEDs up to millions of LEDs (Steigerwald et al., 2002). One application or visual media that uses LED is videotron. Videotron is referred to as a digital billboard or electronic billboard (Purnama & Thalib, 2018). This videotron is often found in city centers such as bus stops, train stations, large shops and airports (Abramov et al., 2003). Videotron is usually installed in a pillar or column (Baloch et al., 2019). Generally videotron is used to display advertisements or information in the form of text, images, graphics, and videos (Baloch et al., 2019; Zalesinska, 2018). In one videotron panel composed of many LED lights that can emit light with a variety of colors so that the resulting display is brighter, clearer, detailed and realistic (Khan & Abas, 2011). So it can be said that videotron is a visual media that can display detailed and realistic visual appearance.

A brighter and clearer videotron display is one of the most attractive and attractive visual media. However, according to Zalesinska’s research, the impact of the light produced by videotrons or billboards causes road drivers to lose their concentration and interfere with the driver’s vision [15], [16]. The light produced by videotron is very bright so there needs to be an appropriate setting and color selection so that the light produced can be received by the eye. In addition, the price of videotrons is also relatively expensive, so the need for effective and efficient installation of videotrons. Therefore, this research will discuss the indoor videotron design using the HD-U60-75 microcontroller with color settings to further save the electricity consumption needed.
Method

In this study discusses the design of videotron with HD-U60-75 microcontroller. The videotron design was made using three panels of P.6 videotron that can be installed in series or parallel, power supply 20 A, microcontroller HD-U60-75, data cable, jumper cable and software of application HD2016. The materials used to design videotrons are in Figure 1.

Videotron design that is made is the design of videotron installation which is arranged in series and parallel. Installation of videotron in series is done by pairing three videotron panels horizontally in one socket on the micro-controller HD-U60-75. Whereas the installation of videotron in parallel is done by pairing two videotron panels vertically, each panel connected in a socket on the microcontroller HD-U60-75.

In addition, the data collection method used is a measurement. The data obtained from the measurement results are the electric current flowing in the Pot videotron panel. The measured electric current is the electric current that flows in the videotron when the colors of the LEDs used are different. Measurement of electric current for each color of the LED was carried out in three experiments, namely the measurement of electrical current in one panel P.6 videotron, two panels P.6 videotron, and three panels P.6 videotron arranged in series. The measurement of electric current in each experiment was carried out five times and only an average was taken from the results of these measurements. After the measurement data is obtained, it is then processed through the Microsoft Excel application so that the data obtained can be presented in tabular and graphical form. The measurement data that has been processed are then analyzed to determine the difference in the electric current flowing on the panel based on the different LED color displays.

Results and Discussion

This research was conducted to find out how videotron designs are more efficient which includes installing videotrons in series, installing videotrons in parallel, and measuring the value of electric current
flowing on videotron panels based on the color of the LEDs displayed. The results will be explained as follows.

**Videotron Circuit Design**

There are two ways to arrange a videotron panel, they are series and parallel series, the language of each series is as follows.

1. **Series Circuit**

   In a series circuit, videotron panels are arranged in series in a horizontal plane. The series of videotrons is shown in Figure 2. In the series circuit, there is only one data cable that is used to connect an HD-U60-75 microcontroller to one of the videotron panels. That is because the series in series makes all videotron panels run the same command directly.
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   **Figure 2. Series circuit of videotron panels**

2. **Parallel Circuit**

   In parallel circuits, videotron panels are installed vertically. The parallel circuit of videotron is shown in Figure 3. In a parallel circuit, there are two data cables that are used to connect the microcontroller with each videotron panel. This is done because each panel that is installed in parallel has a different command but is done simultaneously. The more videotron panels installed in parallel, the more data cables needed to connect each panel to the microcontroller HD-U60-75.

   In addition, the installation of videotron can also combine two ways, namely series and parallel. For videotron sequences in series and parallel, many videotron panels are needed. Because of the limited number of videotron panels in this study only two series were used.

   Videotron design using the HD-U60-75 microcontroller can be programmed through the application HD2016. The programming is not difficult. The way to program is in Figure 4.
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   **Figure 3. Parallel circuit of videotron panels**
Measurement of Electric Current in Videotron Panel

Videotron consists of many LEDs or lights of various colors (Purnama & Thalib, 2018), including white, blue, green, red, yellow, light blue, and purple. Each color has a different brightness, so the electric current needed is different. In this study, measurements were made of the amount of electric current flowing in the P.6 videotron panel of the colors used. The data on measurements of the electric current there are.

1. Color Background

Data from the measurement of electric current in panel P.6 videotron in accordance with the background color used is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Data from the measurement of electric current in panel P.6 videotron with different background color

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Background</th>
<th>1-Panel (A)</th>
<th>2-Panel (A)</th>
<th>3-Panel (A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>2.780</td>
<td>2.816</td>
<td>5.560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>2.786</td>
<td>2.424</td>
<td>4.332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>4.370</td>
<td>3.580</td>
<td>6.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>1.350</td>
<td>1.376</td>
<td>2.712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Blue</td>
<td>3.622</td>
<td>2.952</td>
<td>4.806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>3.948</td>
<td>3.542</td>
<td>6.222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>4.972</td>
<td>3.538</td>
<td>6.366</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 1, the electric current needed for each color is different. In one panel, the color sequence that requires electric current from the largest to the smallest is white, yellow, purple, light blue, green, red, and blue. In the two panels, the color sequence that requires electric current from the largest to the smallest is yellow, purple, white, light blue, red, green and blue. And in the three-color sequence panels that require electric current from the largest to the smallest namely white, purple, yellow, red, light blue,
green, and blue. Based on the three different panel arrangements, blue always requires the smallest electric current among other colors. According to Table 1, to illustrate Table 1 more clearly shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Data from the measurement of electric current in panel P.6 videotron with different background color

Based on Figure 5, each color used as the background or the most dominant color, blue requires the least electrical current among other colors, the blue electric current is 1.350 A on a videotron panel P.6. While the white color requires the most electrical current among other colors, the white electric current is 4.972 A on a P.6 videotron panel. That happens because the white color has a greater light intensity than other colors. Based on research conducted by M. Zalesinska, white LEDs have a light intensity of 7000 cd and an illumination value of 7000 cd/m² (Zalesinska, 2018).

Each LED display requires current and voltage to flow on the panel (Wang et al., 2011). The electric current will control the intensity of the LED color displayed (Kurdthongmee, 2005). The required electric current will affect the electrical power used and will also affect the voltage generated. If the higher the voltage, the higher the LED’s light intensity will also be higher (Fajri A et al., 2014). So the greater the light intensity of an LED, it will require a large electric current. Therefore, in order to display videotron more efficiently and environmentally friendly, videotron can be designed by considering the colors used. Choosing the right color and adjusting the time of transfer of images or videos can minimize negative impacts from videotron lighting such as disturbing the driver’s concentration (Zalesinska, 2018), disturbing eye sight, and others. In addition, to save electricity, you can choose the color of the LED that has a small light intensity so that the required electric current value will be small, such as blue or green.

Conclusion

Based on the discussion the videotron design and the results of data obtained from measurements, it can be concluded that the videotron design using the HD-U60-75 microcontroller can...
be arranged in series and parallel as well as a simple arrangement and the programming is not difficult. In addition, variations in color and number of panels used affect the source of electricity needed. Blue color requires the lowest electric current and white color requires the most electricity in the same number of panels.
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